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Introduction

Made by LydiaGrace60 on October 21, 2020
?My ramblings about a graphic novel series and some fanart. I am well-aware that I am not the best
artist, so please don?t point it out or hate it. I only did it for fun!???
*Possible spoilers! Read at your own risk.*
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Chapter 1

About ?Amulet:
It?s a graphic novel series by Kazu Kibuishi. A girl named Emily Hayes finds an amulet in her creepy
new house that gives her powers. She and her brother, Navin, end up in an alternate world when their
mom is captured. And now they have to defeat the Elf King and a strange voice. There are nine books,
but currently the ninth hasn?t been released.
The ninth book:
I WANT IT I WANT IT! It?s coming out in November 2020. It?ll be the last one in the series, so it
needs to be good. I hope I?m not disappointed! This had better be worth it.
*Are you excited for the next and final book?
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Chapter 2

Thoughts on Trellis:
?I think it?s interesting how Trellis?s looks change throughout the books. The first couple he looks
awful with those bags under his eyes and a creepy grin. Like he?s been up all night and has a lot on his
mind. And then he starts looking better, and then later he looks normal! The bags are gone from under
his eyes and he actually looks younger. I like him way better after that. His skin also appears to change
from gray to light blue. This is really random, I know.:)
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Chapter 3

My favorite characters:
Emily- She?s the main character, she?s awesome.
Trellis- He?s just cool, he?s an elf.
Leon- He?s a fox! with a lot of skill.
My favorite ships:
Navin + Aly
Trellis + Riva
I shipped Trellis + Emily until Riva came along. And Moze ain?t an elf. Unless he?s adopted! Then
TRELLIS AND EMILY! But I also like him and Riva. THIS IS TOO HARD.
I also liked Emily + Max. Until that whole betrayal/death thing.
*Who are your favorite characters/ships?
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Chapter 4

Ages (These are just my inaccurate estimates of the main characters, if you don?t agree with them
comment below. I?m completely open to hearing your opinions because I guessed these from their
looks):
Emily Hayes- 12
Navin Hayes- 10
Trellis- 16-18
Karen Hayes- 35
Leon Redbeard- 20-25
Riva- 16-18
Alyson Hunter- 10-12
Luger- 25-30
Vigo- 60
Rico- 30-35
Enco- 40-45
Patrick- 8
*So, what do you think?
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Chapter 5

Well, there?s my random thoughts about Amulet. I hope you enjoyed it! All the pictures are my
fanart except the top one, which is the cover of the first book. If you haven?t read it yet, you probably
should. If you have, the comments on this quiz are also a sort of fan-site to discuss Amulet. I may
make an Amulet quiz, so also comment random facts that would be good for it. Have fun!
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